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“What are you doing?” Katie asked.
“I am watching the duck,” Josh said.
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Katie did not see any pig.
Josh pointed. “There is a lion.
”
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Katie frowned. She did not see a lion.
The sun came out from behind a long cloud.
Katie smiled. “I do not see a lion, a pig or a duck,” she said. “But I do see a shark.”
Katie pointed at the long cloud.
“You are right!” Josh cried. “It does look like a shark.”
Katie and Josh watched the clouds move and make new animals.
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Animals in the Sky
1)

Which of the animals did Katie see?
a) a duck
b) a pig
c) a lion
d) a shark
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Josh and Katie saw real animals in the sky.
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How many animals did both Katie and Josh see?
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5)

False

Are the animals in the story real?
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Animals in the Sky
1)

Which of the animals did Katie see?
a) a duck
b) a pig
c) a lion
d) a shark
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Josh and Katie saw real animals in the sky.
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Katie was looking for a real duck, while Josh was imagining it looking at
the shapes made by the moving clouds.
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How many animals did both Katie and Josh see?
Together, they saw onlywww.mathworksheets4kids.com
one animal and it was a shark.

5)

Are the animals in the story real?
No, they are only shapes made by the moving clouds.
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